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Everyone knows sudoku is enjoyable&#151;but these addictive puzzles come in endless variations

too! They range from simple to very difficult, and can take almost no time to finish&#133;or require

many hours. This entertaining collection showcases a wide range of possibilities, offering solvers

who have become accustomed to the standard rules and grids an exciting new challenge. Select

from Mega Sudokus that provide a real workout; Diagonals or Odd and Even versions with extra

constraints; Sum Sudokus that merge with kakuro; and Multisudoku with overlapping puzzles.

ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s something for every level&#151;12 x 12 puzzles, ones with irregularly shaped

areas, even Mini Sudoku&#151;and lots of fun for everyone.
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So this is a real brain buster. I started one of the puzzles and still haven't finished it. It is a good

challenge, though I'm not thrilled about the math ones. I regularly do difficult sudoku, so thought I

could handle these, but wow some are tricky! I imagine a normal person would find which sections

they enjoyed and skip the rest.

I bought this as a a gift for my aunt, who loves these things. She was impressed by all the different

types of puzzles, some of which she had never seen. Nevertheless, she has worked almost all of

them and has enjoyed the different types. Every time I talk to her, she has a favorable comment

about the book. I may get her another one for this birthday since the other is almost used up!



I like the variety of puzzles provided. Difficulty is varied and they are not rated for difficulty.

Engaging puzzles on good sturdy paper.

Terrific--exacting what I hoped it would be. Excellent puzzles and quality paper--cuz, yes, I need

erasure get flexibility!

Some of the variations are really interesting and fun, but there should be more instructions

These are hard puzzles whose concepts are easy to understand and mind-boggling to accomplish. I

bought two, one for me and one for my Dad who lives across country. We are going to take turns

timing ourselves and trading scores. Good buy.

Very enjoyable. The puzzles are difficult, but not so diabolical as to be frustrating. My favorites are

the combination puzzles (e.g., overlapping 9x9 puzzles with diagonals and odds/evens) as well the

those that include three overlapping 9x9 puzzles. My only complaint is that I want MORE of those!
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